the nuclei, small dancing vesicles appear (Figure 1c) , align, and fuse with each other to form the cell plate ( Figure 1d ). The cell plate eventually gives rise to the cell walls and separates the plant cell into two.
In the next sequence, we see the pollen mother cell of an Easter lily, Lilium longiflorum, undergoing mitosis and cell division ( Figure 2 ). These cells synchronously undergo the first of their two divisions to form four pollen grains when the flower bud is exactly 22.4 mm long (Figure 3) . A bud of this length was collected and centrifuged at ϳ1800 ϫ g for 3 min to displace the highly light-scattering granules and to make the other contents of the cell more visible. After excising an anther from the centrifuged flower bud in seveneighths-strength frog Ringer's solution, the cells were observed between crossed polarizers in the presence of a compensator (Figure 4 ). Observed with a polarizing microscope in this manner, regions of the cell where molecules are regularly aligned, i.e., birefringent regions, become highlighted (Figures 2, 5, and 6). As with the Bajer's endosperm cell series, this series on the pollen mother cell mitosis was initially timelapse recorded on 16-mm ciné film. The elapsed time from breakdown of the nuclear envelope to formation of the cell plate was ϳ2 h. The ciné records were transferred to video some 40 years later.
The polarizing microscope view of the pollen mother cells distinctly shows the spindle fibers that were not visible with phase-contrast microscopy (for polarizing microscope images of Haemanthus endosperm cells, see Inoué and Bajer, 1961; Inoué, 1964) .
Phase-contrast microscopy clearly shows the chromosome and nucleoli because of their higher refractive index, but not the spindle fibers that lead the chromosomes apart to the spindle poles or the phragmoplast fibers that bring the vacuoles to the cell plate. The refractive index of these fibers is too close to that of the surrounding cytoplasm. They nevertheless show clearly in a well-tuned polarizing microscope, because the fibers are birefringent, being made up of a bundle of regularly aligned molecular filaments. This sequence, taken by Inoué in 1950, demonstrated, for the very first time, the reality of spindle fibers and fibrils in living cells (Inoué, 1953 (Inoué, , 1964 as well as the highly dynamic, labile nature of the molecular filaments (later identified as microtubules).
The microtubules disassembled reversibly when cells were exposed to cold, to high hydrostatic pressure, or to antimitotic drugs such as colchicine (reviewed in Inoué, 1964 Inoué, , 1981 . During slow depolymerization of microtubules by these agents, metaphase-arrested chromosomes were pulled to a spindle pole anchored to the cell surface. After removal of the depolymerizing agent, growing spindle fibers pushed the chromosomes toward the metaphase plate. Thus arose the notion that chromosome movement toward the metaphase plate was associated with (and powered by) assembly and growth of microtubules, whereas movement of the chromosomes toward the spindle poles was associated with (and powered by) disassembly and shortening of the microtubules attached to the kinetochore of each sister chromosome (recent evidence and discussions summarized in Inoué and Salmon, 1995) .
These polarized light microscopy studies on the birefringence of dividing cells demonstrated the assembly properties of microtubules and their dynamic function in living cells long before microtubules themselves were discovered or their assembly properties were characterized in vitro (reviewed in Inoué, 1981) .
The microtubules that make up the spindle fibers and their shortening in anaphase can be seen more distinctly in the sequence of high-resolution images of a grasshopper spermatocyte (Pardalophora apiculata; Figure 5 ) taken by Nicklas (1971) with a rectified po- larizing microscope. Rectification provides a higherresolution image, restoring the needed extinction and correcting for the image error found in conventional polarizing microscopes when high-numerical aperture lenses are used (Inoué and Hyde, 1957) .
The final video sequence shows a dividing newt (Taricha granulosa) lung epithelial cell (Figure 6 ) recorded by R. Oldenbourg, P.T. Tran, and E.D. Salmon with the new Pol-Scope. With the Pol-Scope, each image is generated by an image-processing computer from four video images taken in rapid succession at different settings of two electronically driven liquid crystal compensators. In the images thus displayed by the computer, the brightness of each pixel is strictly proportional to the birefringence of the specimen point and independent of orientation of the birefringence axis (Oldenbourg, 1996) . Thus, in addition to providing displays with exquisitely high resolution and definition, Oldenbourg's new Pol-Scope provides highly sensitive, dynamic image information on molecular alignment that is strictly quantitative.
In addition to being of historic interest, considered use of polarized light microscopy should continue to reveal much regarding the behavior of molecular and fine structural dynamics, noninvasively, in dividing, developing, and otherwise actively functioning living cells (Oldenbourg, 1998) . 
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